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                404 (File Not Found)
              

            

            
              	 If you have come here from a link on my site
                please, email me vernonjrahockey.ca "at" shaw "dot"
                ca, with information of the faulty link.
                
	 If you have been re-directed here from one of
                your "Bookmarks" or "Favorites"
                please, reset them.
                
	 If you have come here from "another web
                site" please, inform that sites webmaster that
                the link has changed.
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                What is 404 (File Not Found) page anyway ?
              

            

            
              	
                A 404 Error Page is a
                page displayed by a web browser by default when a
                user, you, tries to access a page for this website
                that does not exist, has moved or been renamed.
              
	
                404 is a HTTP status code [status
                code definitions, document RFC 2616 of W3C]
                indicating that the client was able to communicate
                with the server but either the server could not
                find what was requested, or it was configured not
                to fulfill the request and did not reveal the
                reason why. - from Wikipedia.
              
	
                It generally means that there is no file on
                a server that fits your request and no page can be
                displayed.
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                Why does a 404 error occur ?
              

            

            
              
                There are several reasons why you encountered an
                404 Error File Not Found page.
                The most common reasons being...
              

              	mis-typed address, commmonly knows as a
                URL,
                in the browser address bar
                
	a link to a page that no longer exists, has
                been moved or its name has been changed.
                
	internal broken link, on a page with-in our
                site
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                What now?
              

            

            
              	
                Not to worry, just click on the main links
                "VERNONJRAHOCKEY.CA"
                and "Home" or the
                ones located within the "Menu" at the top left of
                this page.
              
	
                Also, I strongly recommend that you re-adjust and
                use the "HOME" page as your
                "Bookmark".
              
	
                "Search This Site" using the search box above, marked FreeFind.com, in the menubar ....
              
	If you can email me, admin "at" vernonjrahockey.ca,
                 with any info of the error.			  
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